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Abstract. The objective of this paper is to analyze the precision of plastic parts made by using a 

robot milling process. Some robots have good precision, rigidity, flexibility and they are able to 

machine parts. By using a six axis Kuka robot and an electric spindle, a plastic part was milled. The 

paper presents the advantages and disadvantages of this new technology, analyzing the dimensional 

accuracy, surface quality and costs. 

Introduction 

Many industries these days are dependent on industrial robots which have a wide variety of 

possible applications such as: palletizing, welding or even machining [1, 2, 3]. 

Even though conventional machine tools have greatly evolved and developed in order to provide 

parts at a high quality and accuracy. Using articulated industrial robots for machining purposes 

offers several benefits over the use of normal CNC machines [3, 4, 5].  

 

   
Fig.1. Milling steel with robot [5] 

 

This kind of machining also has its weak spots, for example the structure of a regular industrial 

robot is less stiff than the structure of a dedicated machine tool and thus robots are much more 

sensitive to the forces caused by the machining process [5]. 

Robot machining products and services represent only 5% of current robotic sales, but it was 

seen as a segment that can grow the following years. These applications would involve the pre-

machining of parts made from harder materials, with robots performing different processes at lower 

tolerances. It was said that articulated robotic machining could not replace CNC machining for 

three to four axis applications but it is considered as a possible alternative [5]. 

It is because of this reason the COMET project was started. The 30 month COMET project was 

aiming to overcome the challenges facing European manufacturing industries by developing 

innovative machining systems that are flexible, reliable and predictable with an average of 30% cost 

efficiency savings in comparison to machine tools. From a conceptual point of view, industrial 

robot technology could provide an excellent base for machining being both flexible and cost 

efficient. During this project, different aproaches have been tried regarding the way parts were 

manufactured, the regular way, where the robot moves the tool and machines the part (Fig.1), But 
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they also tried to have a fixed spindle with the tool in it and use the robot to move the part around 

the tool (Fig.2)[5, 6]. 

 

  
Fig. 2. The milling robotic cell with spindle fix [5] Fig. 3. The robot cell for large scale [3] 

 

During the COMET Project, ways to improve the machining process using an industrial robot 

have been discovered, like different machining technologies and strategies, specialized equipment 

to help and improve the accuracy and effectiveness of the robots [5, 6].  

Kuka Robotics also developed a machining robot cell for large scale architectural projects. The 

system needed highly accurate milling needed for different material hardness like wood, foam, 

composites, etc (Fig.3).Besides machining the customer the cell was built for required the robot to 

be able to spray the projects with a gel coat on foam parts. The robot operated like a 5axis CNC 

machine and it uses Delcam PowerMill to generate even the most complicated trajectories [3].  

The robot milling cells are a good solution for manufacturing of large molds for producing parts 

from composite materials. Sometimes when is producing a mold for composite materials is 

important to have a complex form, a good surface quality and the dimensional accuracy is not so 

important [7]. 

Machining using industrial robots is currently limited to applications with low geometrical 

accuracy and soft materials.  Using a track system and corrective feedback to both the robot and an 

additional high-dynamic compensation mechanism could be improved the accuracy of the 

processing parts [8]. 

This technology can be used for finishing operations performed on curvilinear surfaces. By using 

a dedicated software solution for programing, could be polished complex shapes with a good 

surface roughness (Ra=0.52µm) [9]. 

Process and Parameters 

In figure 4 is presented the robotic milling cell from Technical University of Cluj-Napoca. The 

main components of the cell are: the robot, the electric spindle, the clamping device and controller. 

 

 
Fig. 4. The robotic milling cell  

 The most significant parameters of the process are: rotational speed (RPM); feed rate (mm/min); 

depth of cut (mm); width of cut (mm) and cooling. 
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Manufacturing Strategies 

Shoulder milling: Firstly the machining part of the experiment started off using a shoulder 

milling strategy. This was used in order to create the steps of the part. The tool was positioned 

outside of the work- piece, then following the contour of the part the two steps have been milled at a 

depth of 2 (mm) each (Fig.5).  

 

  
Fig. 5. Shoulder milling 

 

Fig. 6. Face milling 

 

Face milling: Afterwards the top part of the work-piece was face milled at a depth of 1 (mm) 

using multiple passes to mill the entire face (Fig.6).   

Pocket milling: For the pocket milling, the tool was positioned in the center of the pocket, then 

using a linear motion it approached one of the sides of the pocket. Afterwards by following the 

outline of the desired shape, using the same 6 (mm) end mill, the pocket has been milled (Fig.7).  

   

  
Fig. 7. Pocket milling Fig. 8. Engraving 

 

Engraving: The engraving was done using the entire diameter of the end mill. The tool entered 

the work-piece vertically, and then following the programmed contour the letters were milled into 

the part (Fig.8).  

Experimental Study 

The experiments were carried out on a KUKA KR6 robot in Manufacturing Laboratory from 

Technical University of Cluj-Napoca. First component form this milling cell was a KUKA robot 

type KR6. This robot KUKA KR6 has: 6 axes, payload 6 (kg), working envelope 1611 (mm), 

repeatability <± 0,05 (mm) and a controller KUKA KRC2. 

An electric spindle Kress with 600 (watt) and 24000 (RPM) was mounted on the robot (Fig.9). 

This type of electric spindle is a viable solution for cutting soft materials like plastic or aluminum.  

To mount this spindle a special mounting assembly was developed, like in figure 9. 
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Fig. 9. Electric spindle Fig. 10. The clamping system 

 

For the milling operations a carbide end mill with 6 (mm) diameter, 3 flutes and coated with 

TiAlN was used. To obtain a good surface and precise parts it is recommended to use a rigid 

clamping system [10]. In this experiment was used a mechanic vise, like in figure 10. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Polyamide machining Fig. 12. Polystyrene machining 

Results and Analyzes 

The parts made in this experimental study are presented in figure 13 and 14.   

  
Fig. 13. The part made by polystyrene extruded Fig. 14. The part made by polyamide PA6 

 

To make a good analyze of dimensional accuracy it is recommended to use an accurate 3D scan 

[11, 12]. For measurements a 3D scanner (Atos GOM) was used and the results are presented in 

table 1. 
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 Fig. 15. The 2D drawing of experimental part 

 

Table 1 Dimensional accuracy analysis (mm) 

Operation Target Polystyrene 

extruded 

Deviation Polyamide PA6 Deviation 

Shoulder 

Milling 

64 64.14 +0.14 65.22 +1.22 

4 4.1 +0.1 3.890 -0.11 

58 58.25 +0.25 59.65 +1.65 

2 1.4 +0.4 1.8 +0.8 

Pocket 

Milling 

10 10.1 +0.1 9.41 -0.59 

40 40.31 +0.31 39.08 -0.92 

2 2.03 +0.03 2.3 +0.3 

Engraving 1 1.3 +0.3 1.23 +0.23 

 

The first analyzed zone was the one made by shoulder milling. A square profile was 

programmed with the 64 (mm) and a 4 (mm) depth dimensions.  

After measurements made on the polystyrene part was obtained a dimensional deviation by 

+0.14 (mm) for dimension 64 (mm) and +0.1 (mm) on 4 (mm) depth. 

Analyzing the polyimide part was obtained a dimensional deviation by +1.22 (mm) for 

dimension 64 (mm) and -0.11 (mm) on depth. 

The second analysis was made on the pocket milling operation.  In this case was made a pocket 

with 40 (mm) length, 10 (mm) width and 2 (mm) depth. 

On the polystyrene part was obtained a dimensional deviation by +0.31(mm) on length, +0.1 

(mm) on width and +0.03 (mm) on depth. For polyamide part was obtained a dimensional deviation 

by -0.92(mm) on length, -0.59 (mm) on width and +0.1 (mm) on depth. 

On the engraving operation was programed a depth of cut by 1 (mm). On the polystyrene part 

was measured a depth of cut by 1.3 (mm), +0.3 (mm) dimensional deviation. On the polyamide part 

was obtained a depth of cut by 1.23 (mm), +0.23 (mm) dimensional deviation. 

From the study made on the polystyrene part, it can conclude that the dimensional accuracy is 

±0.35 (mm) on XOY plane and ±0.15 (mm) on the Z direction. In case of polystyrene part, it can 

see that the dimensional accuracy is ±1.8 (mm) on XOY plane and ±1 (mm) on the Z direction. 

It can be observed that the dimensional accuracy is higher in the Z direction like in XOY plane. 

This aspect is because the axial cutting forces were smaller than the lateral cutting forces. 

Conclusion 

This experimental study proved the efficiency of the milling with robot. A new manufacturing 

lay-out cell for milling was developed, using a KUKA KR6 robot. 
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The main advantage of such a robotized milling cell is the way the robot is able to move all 

around the part, in order to do complex milling onto all sides of the part, without changing the 

position of the part. The dimensional accuracy on robot milling process is between ±0.05 (mm) and 

±3 (mm) depending on the system rigidity, the robot precision and the part hardness. 

A precise robot and good CAD/CAM software is a suitable solution for milling big parts, with 

high complexity of the shapes, but where the required accuracy is not high. 

To obtain a better dimensional accuracy and good surface quality by using milling with robot it 

is required a heavier and more rigid robot, as compare to the KUKA KR6 robot, available at 

present, within the Department of Manufacturing Engineering. 
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